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Mount Madonna High School Summer Assignments 

2019 
 
 
MMS has partnered with Bookshop Santa Cruz, Booksmart of Morgan Hill and Kelly’s Books in 
Watsonville to stock the books students will need for these assignments. Please help support 
our local merchants. Bookshop Santa Cruz offers a 10% discount when you mention Mount 
Madonna School at checkout. 
 
 
9th Grade 
English 
Read: The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, Sherman Alexie 
NOTE: There will be a project and discussion on this book during the first week of class, so read 
the book and be prepared!   
 
Math 
* Please see instructions at end of this list. 
 
Performing Arts I 
Song Share begins first week of classes. All participate. Choose a section of a song (no more 
than 90 seconds) that you like and are capable to share. Avoid lyrics with profanity, put downs 
of cultural, gender, ethnic or religious group, or that contain explicit sexual descriptions, or 
violent images. This is not about who sings well or who feels they do not. Nor is it a preliminary 
audition for the winter shows. Instead, the purpose is to establish a bond between the 
members of group by taking a personal risk. Singing can be a vulnerable experience. If the 
adventure sounds ominous, hang in there; it actually is very liberating. We appreciate for new 
and for returning students (as well as teachers who also participate), the experience creates a 
few butterflies. Yet, in the end, everyone survives. On the field trips that start our year, new 
students should talk with their classmates about song share. They will see that everyone is in 
the same boat. Once song share begins, let the veteran students go first and see how the room 
responds to one another while we sing. It may sound scary, but it is a "good" scary. Not like 
crossing the freeway blindfolded… 
Song Share recommendations: 
1. The selection can be short, even a minute is fine- 2 verses + chorus. 
2. Pick a song you like, in your vocal range, that doesn't jump too high or low. 
3. Avoid "Happy Birthday", "Twinkle Twinkle" or "Star Spangled Banner"- If you think the song is 
silly or inconsequential, it will be hard to present it fully. 
4. Songs that are rhythmic or percussive (Rap) are okay, but make sure lyrics are appropriate. 
5. As for accompaniment, some students have played guitar or piano while singing. Most, if not 
all, sing acapella. Again, the experience is built around singing. Regarding duets, it’s better to 
sing alone. 
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Spanish I 
All students: Espanol Santillana Practice Workbook, Level 2 (see supply list for link and purchase 
instructions) Complete Unidad Preliminar, P. 7-30  
Duolingo Assignments - Email will be sent to students with specific instructions. 
 
 
10th Grade 
Chemistry 
Memorize the names, numbers and symbols of the first twenty elements on the Periodic Table 
of Elements 
 
English 
10th - 12th grade: I highly recommend annotating while reading, so you are prepared for 
the test, in-class essay, and project that will launch the school year. Annotating means 
taking notes to actively read and engage with the text. 
ALL: Like a Love Story, Abdi Nazemian.  
If you intend to participate in Honors or AP, also read one of the following: 
Letters to a Young Writer, Colum McCann (writing) 
The Road Back to You, Ian Morgan Cron and Suzanne Stabile (personality psychology and the 
Enneagram) 
 
Math 
* Please see instructions at end of this list 
 
Performing Arts III 
See assignment for Performing Arts I 
 
Spanish II 
All Students: Espanol Santillana Practice Workbook, Level 3 (see supply list for link and purchase 
instructions), Complete Unidad Preliminar, P. 7-30  
Duolingo Assignments - Email will be sent to students with specific instructions. 
 
US History 
Read: MARCH: Book One, graphic novel by John Lewis, Andrew Aydin, and Nate Powell 
NOTE: There will be a project and discussion on this book during the first week of class, so read 
the book and be prepared!   
ALSO: Get a public library card!  Applications for Santa Cruz County or Santa Clara County 
library systems can be printed off their websites and taken into any branch along with a small 
fee ($2-$5) to get a card.  Bring card to class first week of school.   
 
 
11th Grade 
Biology 
Read On the Origin of Species: A Graphic Representation by Michael Keller 
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Write an essay 1.5 pages, double spaced on the following prompts: 1) Compare and contrast 
artificial selection, natural selection, and sexual selection; give examples of each from the book.  
2) Darwin waited for years to publish his theory.  What factors in his personal life and in society 
made it difficult for him to make his ideas public? Cite examples from the text and/or other 
reputable sources. Have you ever had a difficult time telling your community about a truth you 
know before others?  Reflect and share what you are comfortable with. 
 
English 
10th - 12th grade: I highly recommend annotating while reading, so you are prepared for 
the test, in-class essay, and project that will launch the school year. Annotating means 
taking notes to actively read and engage with the text. 
ALL: Like a Love Story, Abdi Nazemian.  
If you intend to participate in Honors or AP, also read one of the following: 
Letters to a Young Writer, Colum McCann (writing) 
The Road Back to You, Ian Morgan Cron and Suzanne Stabile (personality psychology and the 
Enneagram) 
 
Math 
* Please see instructions at end of this list. 
 
Performing Arts III 
See assignment for Performing Arts I 
 
Spanish III 
All Students: Espanol Santillana Practice Workbook, Level 3 (see supply list for link and purchase 
instructions) Complete Unidad Preliminar, P. 7-20  
Duolingo Assignments - Email will be sent to students with specific instructions. 
AP Option: Email Sara at sara.sobkoviak@mountmadonnaschool.org if you plan to take the AP 
course then Print & Read a total of 10 Current Event Articles in Spanish, Write a 5-7 sentence 
summary of article in Spanish. This is due first week of class. You must also complete the 
workbook activities listed for Spanish Level 3. See above. 
 
US Government 
READ: PAGES 1-87 ONLY: The United States Constitution: A Graphic Adaptation, by Jonathan 
Hennessey 
Summer project: Questions for each section to be posted on Google classroom  
NOTE: There will be a QUIZ on the unamended Constitution (pages 1-87: Preamble, Articles I-
VII, and Ratification) the first week of class, so answer the questions and come prepared! 
 
Values in American Thought I 
Please read and be ready to discuss for first week of class Man's Search for Meaning, Viktor 
Frankl 
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12th Grade 
College Advisory 
Due on first day of school. Come with “Right Fit” college list on first day of school. Have the first draft of 
at least one of your personal statements. Please work on the one with the earliest deadline. There will 
be a few summer college workdays in August, TBD. 
 
English 
10th - 12th grade: I highly recommend annotating while reading, so you are prepared for 
the test, in-class essay, and project that will launch the school year. Annotating means 
taking notes to actively read and engage with the text. 
ALL: Like a Love Story, Abdi Nazemian.  
If you intend to participate in Honors or AP, also read one of the following: 
Letters to a Young Writer, Colum McCann (writing) 
The Road Back to You, Ian Morgan Cron and Suzanne Stabile (personality psychology and the 
Enneagram) 
 
Math 
* Please see instructions at the end of this list. 
 
Performing Arts IV 
See assignment for Performing Arts I 
 
Science with Humanity 
Review the course website: https://sites.google.com/a/mountmadonna.org/science-with-
humanity/.  Prepare a prezi.com presentation about yourself with the following six slides 
(minimum). Be creative and use pictures and other visuals.  Site any sources you use.  Send the 
link to nicole.culbertson@mountmadonna.org so we can easily share it in class.  Remember to 
keep the content appropriate and thoughtful.  1) Title page/intro 2) Your path to today (where 
you come from, what were the steps that go you here today) 3) Name 3-6 things you do in your 
free time; how do you decompress? 4) Look into the future.  When you are 100 and reflect on 
your life, what are the best things you have done? What are your hopes and dreams? 5) What is 
your life philosophy? 6) What are your hopes for the future on the world or your community, 
outside of yourself? 7) In conclusion (optional) 
 
Values in World Thought II 
Read and be ready to discuss for the first week of school Just Mercy, Bryan Stevenson 
 
World Religions 
Read and be ready to discuss for the first week of school The Four Agreements, Don Miguel 
Ruiz 
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* Math Summer Work  
Math placement letters are emailed from the Registrar to each family in June, and on a rolling 
basis thereafter for late enrollments. Please refer to that communication for the math class you 
will be registered in for the coming year. 
 
KHAN ACADEMY GENERAL NOTES 
Please only use your school email or Google Apps/Drive account for completing your summer 
work. Do not use any other Khan account you might have. Aim for at least a total of 8 hours of 
active practice over the summer. This will constitute successful completion of this summer 
assignment. The idea is to keep your brain actively engaged in math for at least a little bit of 
time each week. 
 
To find your topics for review, click on your name in the top right corner once logged into Khan 
Academy and click on notifications. Scroll until you find the notification “Your coach Nicole 
Tervalon has enrolled you in ____________ (your assigned math class will be in the blank)”. 
Click this notification and it will take you to your first set of tasks. Then you can simply follow 
the set of recommended activities OR you can simply join the class given the provided class 
code. 
If you have any questions about accessing your account, the topics assigned, etc. please don’t 
hesitate to contact Dr. Nicole at nicole.tervalon@mountmadonnaschool.org 
 
Algebra 1/2 
Khan Academy: Use class code X8ZUQ4 
 
Algebra 2/Algebra Honors 
Please download your summer packet at https://www.mountmadonnaschool.org/2019-20-
summer-assignments-supply-lists-and-permissions/ 
You must show all your work to get credit for this assignment. 
 
AP Calculus AB 
Please download your summer packet at https://www.mountmadonnaschool.org/2019-20-
summer-assignments-supply-lists-and-permissions/ 
You must show all your work to get credit for this assignment. 
 
AP Calculus BC 
Please download your summer packet at https://www.mountmadonnaschool.org/2019-20-
summer-assignments-supply-lists-and-permissions/ 
You must show all your work to get credit for this assignment. 
 
*Advanced Algebra 1 
Please download your summer packet at https://www.mountmadonnaschool.org/2019-20-
summer-assignments-supply-lists-and-permissions/ 
*will be posted online by July 15th  
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Geometry/Geometry Honors 
Khan Academy: Use class code 3J4R8G 
 
*Precalculus/Precalculus Honors 
Please download your summer packet at https://www.mountmadonnaschool.org/2019-20-
summer-assignments-supply-lists-and-permissions/ 
*will be posted online by July 15th  
 
Statistics 
Khan Academy: Use class code KV6FR8 
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